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New Library Project

Professor submits
LGBT center
petition to provoSt
Baley Russell
Assistant News Editor
With more than 40 educational and social programs involving both the University and community,
a Murray State faculty member is petitioning to
develop a lesbian, gay bisexual and transgender
resource center.
Jeff Osborne, associate professor of English and
philosophy, is in the beginning stages of proposing
the center's development, gathering support from
faculty and staff Murray State Alliance allies.
Osborne delivered the petition with 121 signatures
to Provost Bonnie Higginson Thursday morning.
"Right now my only task is to gather sign~tures of
faculty and staff who would like to see an LGBT center," Osborne said via email. "The petition simply
indicates to the administration that there is widespread faculty support for a center and provides a
rationale to create one."
Osborne said he does not plan on heading the
development, but wants to convey need for a center.
LGBT-related services have grown substantially,
Osborne said, and a center would provide further
resources for LGBT students and community members.
"A center would provide a stable and permanent
infrastructure to centralize these activities." be said.
"We need such a center for the same reasons that we
need a Women's Center, for example. It seems the
next step in the University's growing commitment to
LGBT students, faculty and staff."
The idea for the petition came to Osborne through
a series of conversations about LGBT issues on campus,' the diversity plan's approval, all leading to a conversation about inviting more faculty and staff to join
the more than 160 members of the Faculty & Staff
Allies program.
''A bit by accident, I said that we should see how
many of them would support the creation of an LGBT
center," he said. "Hence the. petition.''
The resource center will mirror those already in
place by other universities, Osborne said.
"LGBT resource centers on university campuses
typically offer frequent opportunities for students,
faculty and staff to participate in educational programming about related issues," he said.
Along with this, the center will serve as a support
system for LGBT and ally students through educational materials focused on LGBT-related issues,
internship and scholarship opportunities and a safe
space that encourages students to get involved.
The center's funding, placement and creation has
not yet been decided upon because the petition is in
preliminary stages.
Jody Cofer, academic program specialist for Undergraduate Research and Scholarly Activity and
Alliance adviser, said the student organization is
working to break free of prejudices and stereotypes.
"There's only so much a student organization can
do," Cofer said. "Even with faculty and staff allies,
that are helping a tremendous amount right now,
good will and volunteers can only do so much, and
there needs to be this resource center with a staff
member (whose) individual job is to help coordinate
some of these activities on a daily basis."
Cofer said creating an LGBT center with a full-time
staff member would help better the organization.
"There are some things that we could do more and
could do better, if we had someone with that institutional history of how it has worked each year and
how the University can assist with that program," he
said.
Cofer said Alliance has built a tower, but does not
have a strong foundation that comes with a center
like the one proposed.
"You can only build the tower so tall, and then it's
going to fall over if you don't haven foundation under
it," he said. ''A.nd I will say, we have built a very
impressive tower and we .have not done as well on the
foundation."
Cofer said despite the Safe Zones implemented
across campus, this is a space specifically designated
for LGBT students.
"We have a ton, between Alliance and faculty and
staff. of books, videos and general helpful tools that
LGBT students fmd useful, whether they're contemplating coming out. whether they're looking at family
issues, having trouble with school, all these kind of
things can be housed in one location," he said.
Cofer said he believes there should be one place
where students should get help on issues that the
LGBT community faces.
"Let's catch up to what we're doing," Cofer said.
"We've hit a ceiling; we can't bring anything else on
line until we have an infrastructure to support these
programs."
Contact Russell at hrussell@murraystate.edu.
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Left President Randy Dunn presents advantages of student fees to partially fund library
construction bonds at Wednesday's Student Government Association meeting.
Above: SGA senators, who plan to take action on the fee soon. listen to Dunn's proposal.

I jvou're going to pay the same dollar amount
whether it's half for the library and half
for tuition or all for tuition.
-Randy Dunn, University President

Dunn: student fee would
reduce tuition increase
Meghann Anderson
~aff writer- - - -

President Randy Dunn spoke of building a
new library on campus to the Student Government Association at its weekly meeting
Wednesday.
Dunn's visit was part of an administration
effort to encourage the SGA to adopt student
fees associated with the new library project,
expected to break ground sometime in 2013.
Adam Murray, dean of University libraries,
said the projected cost of $62 million would
include internal furnishings in the new building project.
Murray showed a 90-second video of an
ideal interior library design.
He said the new library would include a
computer lab with more than 100 work stations, a student auditorium, rooms for group
study, a map room and all honors program
offices.
Dunn explained the monetary side of the
library construction and how the student fees

would be used if voted on.
"'t's DOt like -a car payment or a house payment," Dunn said. "It's a once-a-year payment."
He said the University has obtained $2.7
million in donated gifts that could be used to
pay for the land.
"Students are going to end up paying the
same dollar amount whether it's for a bond or
a tuition increase." Dunn said.
There is no word if SGA will vote in favor
of the fee. A decision will made in the coming
weeks.
Dunn said the fee would be about $8.20 per
credit hour, up to 12 hours a semester for each
student, or about $93.38 a semester.
Dunn said the Board would only seek stu·
dent fees for phase one of construction.
"We have the potential for the state to pay
half through state funding," Dunn' said. "But
the fU'St draw is to fmish the Science Complex in 2012."
If SGA decides to move forward with the
plan of using student fees to endorse the

library, then the proposal will go to the Board
of Regents to be vuted on at its February
meeting. If the Board votes in support of the
plan, the fee would then be presented in a student-body vote.
Dunn said the first year would take the
hardest hit if the student fcc plan is approved.
If the fee for the library is not approved,
tuition will be raised and in the end students
will pay the University the same amount.
"You're going to pay the same dollar
amount whether it's half for library and half
for tuition or all for the tuition," Dunn said.
If tuition was to be raised and the library
was not constructed the money would go in
the general fund, which is thl' University's
largest share of the budget.
He said if the fcc was added then the tuition
increase would only be about 2 percent.
Dunn said the University would manage on
the reduced tuition increase without taking
away from the campus, faculty and students.
Contact Anderson at manderson22@
muiTaystate.edu.

Walgreens may leave insurance network
Ed Marlowe
Staff writer
Effective Jan. 1, 2012. faculty and staff under the University's healthcare plan must pay half of the cost of prescriptions bought at Walgreens
of Murray.
The date marks the end to the three-year contract signed between
Walgreen Co. and pharmacy benefits manager (PBM) Express Scripts
Inc., and contract negotiations have stalled over the last few months.
The current University healthcare plan, provided by Anthem Blue
Cross & Blue Shield, falls under the pharmaceutical network of Express
Scripts Inc. and will no longer be covered by Walgreens come the start
of the new year.
In June, Walgreen Co. officials said the company would discontinue
its relationship with Express Scripts Inc. over contractual differences,
as Express Scripts wanted to cut payments to what pharmacy managers
consider unacceptably low levels and desired too much control over
other terms of the contract.
Express Scripts Inc. filed suit against Walgreen Co. in September
2011, citing breach of contract issues between the two companies.
In the lawsuit, Express Scripts said Walgreens was trying to get
Express Scripts members to switch to new plans to keep their business,
something not allowed in the original contract.
On Oct. 16, a federal judge in Illinois denied preliminary injunctive
relief of the lawsuit between Walgreen Co. and Express Scripts Jnc.. further removing the possibility of negotiations continuing between the
two companies.
Tom Hoffacker, director of human resources, discussed the drawbacks of the changes and how they affect faculty and staff who partake
in the University healthcare policy.
"Our employees will not be able to go to Walgreens as an in-network
drug provider," Hoffacker sald. ''They'U essentially be paying close to
retail should they continue to receive prescriptions from Walgreens
(after the deadline)."
Since Walgreens will no longer be part of the in-network provisions
of Anthem, Hoffacker said prescriptions could be transferred to other

local pharmacies at the di.:;cretion of the customer in order to continue
to receive maximized healthcare benefits.
An undisclosed source knowledgeable of Walgrecns of Murray said
the local store was not only concerned oflosing the bu~iness of the University, but also of the local schools, Briggs & Str,ttton and other local
companies that usc Anthem and other healthcare providers under
Express Scripts.
Walgreen Co., the largest pharmacy chain in the U.S. with almost
8,000 stores nationwide, said it receives $5.3 billion annually from
Express Scripts.
•
Express Scripts said it gives Walgreens access to about 60 million
people through Anthem, Empire and UniCarc.
It is still possible an agreement can be reached between Walgreens
and Express Scripts before the contract terminates. Should ties be
mended and a contract signed before the current one expires, those carrying Anthem would remain unaffected by the lawsuit and carriers
would be informed of the decision by both Walgrccns and Anthem.
Hoffacker said he has heard nothing about a final decision regarding
the business partnership and remains hopeful the issues can be
resolved.
"I hope it isn't happening," he said. "Until both companies say 'this is
not happening,' we can hope it works out."
Contact Marlowe at edwa.rd.marlowe@murraystate.edu.
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This week
Friday

Saturday

•All Day Men's Tennis Tqumament:
Kenlake, Aurora, Ky., free ,'t'ith Racercard
•1 p.m. •fully Loaded'' at River's Edge
International Film Jo'e:;tivnl; Marketbouse The~ter, Paducah. Ky., $5 at the

•All Day Men's Tennis Te>umameut:
Kfnl,lke, Aurora. Ky., free with ~c

doow

•6 p.m. "Washed Ashore" BI<'A .E....:hibit;;Clara t¥f. F..agle Callery, open to

aU
•7 p.m. "IFK Assassination: the Gar·
rison Thpes; Room 208, Faculty Hnll,
open to all

Sunday

crcard
•1:30 p.m. Sock 'n' Bus'kln Presents;
"New Dawn" music:~!; Actors Studio,
Theatre 3108, Wilson Hall, $5
•4:45 p.m. "A Prairie Home CompanIon" with Garrison l{eillor: CSJI'B
Center, prices vary
•6 p.m. "Washed Ashore" BFA ~
hibit; Clara M. E,agle Gallery, open .to
all

Tuesday

Wednesday

•All Day Winter term regtstration.

•All Day Winter term registration,
my Gate
•2:30 p.m. Students of Sociology
meeting; Room 507. Faculty Hall,
open to all
,.Noon Pet Therapy; DlUlce LoaNe.
Cur:ris Center, open to all
•6 p.m. uwashed Ashore" BFA ~
hibit: Clara M. Eagle Gallery, <>pen to
all
•1 p.m. Wednesday Word & Worship:
CUI;ris Center Theater~ open to aU

lnyGate

-9'.30

Waterfield Library book
sale: Waterfield Library front porch.
open te> all
•-4 p.m. The Public Relations Student
Society of America; Room 106, Wil~
son Hall, open to al\
.CS p.m. "Washed Ashore" BFA Ex~
hiblt; Clara M. Eagle Gallery, open t~1
LID.

aU

•1 p.m. Men's Basketball Exhibition
vs. Bethel University; CFSB Center,

Monday

•AliDa, Men•s Tealds '100mament: •All Day Wloter term rqlsttation.
Kenl•ke. Auroa. Ky., free with Rac-

;myGate

ercard
•D UL The Journey Cb~ Curri11
Center, open to all
•2:30 p.m. Scx:k •o• 8\iSkin r>rese.nts:
"New Dawa" musiCal; ACtors Studio

•1:30 p.m. Faculty Blend: Room 211 B.
W;Jterfleld Lilmlry, open to all facttlty
~ p.m. "Wubed Ashore" BFA Ex·
biblt; Clara M. Eagle Gallery, open to

.c; p.m. "WailJed ~h•" BP~ uhibit: Clara M. l!agle Gillet)', open~

CUrtis Cen~ Theater, open to :all

Theatre 310lt, WU~ ~ $S

all
'
•1 p.m. Discover Iranian Theater;

If you would like an event to appear in
the This week section, tlll

ouc a Form in
The M~ Statt: News office at lU wnson Hall. fax to 809-3175 ot email information to thenews@murray•tate.edu.
Please submit events by noon on
Wednesdays. We cannot guarantee
all items received will be published.

aU

Thursday
•All Day Winter terra registndoo,
myGate

•1:80 p.m. ExecutiVe Blei1d: 2U .. Waterfield Ubrar)i opea to aD (acuity
«10p.m. Murray bviroilmental Stu4ent Society meetiQa; Room 103, Carr
Health BuUding, ~Co all
~ tJD. "Waabed ~ BFA Exhibit; Clara M. !aile Gallery; open to.
all

•1 p.DL Dean'• .Debate; Wrather llall.
open to all

f're.e with Racercard

.Police Beat
Oct. 27

,

7'37 a.m. A caller reported a
suspiCIOUS
person
ncar
( Springer College. The Murray
State Police were notified.
9-.13 a.m. A caller reported they
fell inside Faculty Hall. The
caller refused medical response. The Murmy State Po·
lice and Facilities M:magcmcnt
were notified.
4:18p.m. The Murray State Police issued :1 verbal 'warning
outside of the Baptist Campus
Ministries Building for improper passing.

..

Oct. 28
2:16 a.m. A caller reported an
intoxicated person in Hart
College. The Murray State Po·
lice were notified and took a

medical report.
5:21 p.m. C:dloway County
Sheriff's Office requested assistance with traffic control for
an escort. The Murray State
Police wen: notified.
7:30 p.m. A caller reported a
field light on fire at R<J}' Stewart Stadium. The Murray State
Police, Murray Fire Department, Central Plant and state
fire marshal were notified.

Oct. 29
12:01 a.m. Racer Patrol re·
ported a person thwwing trash
fwm the third floor of Ht~stcr
College. The Murray State Po·
lice and housin~ were notified.
2:19p.m. U'J!.Martin Pollee re·
ported an injury of u Murray
State student on their campus.
The Murray State Police and
Student Affairs were notified.
5:43 ~ A caller reported a
cat in a room in Regents Col·
lege. The Murray State Police
and housing were notified.

Oct. 30

and took a report for first degree arson.

8:09p.m. An officer reported a
vehicle parked in the fire Jane
of New Richmond College. An
officer was notified and the VL"hiclc was moved.
9-.33 p.m. A caller requested to
spc:~k with an officer in reference to a harassment. An officer was notified and took a
report for fourth degree assault.
10:52 p.m. The. residential director at Hart College reported
she found a burn mark on a
bulletin board on the seventh
floor. A': officer was notified

Oct. 31

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
SERVING 40 CENT WINGS
7:30P.M. TO CLOSE

••••••••••••••••••
JOIN us FOR TRIVIA!
WEDNESDAYS AT 7P..M.
HAPPY HOUR
MONDAY-FRIDAY

3-6

P.M.

SATURDAY 1 l A.M.-6 P.M.

Corner of lOth & Arcadia •

759-8866 • Behind Cheri Theatres

WWW.BIGAPPLEMURRAY.COM
_;t,

L.J

Love Big Apple? "Like Us" on Facebook.
Follow us on Facebook and Twitter.

2 p.m. A caller reported they
were hit by a water balloon
from a fifth floor window of
Faculty Hall. An officer was
notified.
3:31p.m. A caller reported two
people flickering lights in the
lobby of Franklin Collegt~. An
officer, the Murray Fire De·
partment and the state fire
marshal were notified and the
individuals were gone upon ar-

Oct.27
~~A caller reported a penon

outllde White CoUese was hit by a
pl3ltic BB peUel The Murra)' State

l'olf.e were notified and t90~ an jn~~

rival.
6:02 p.m. The Murray Police
Department requested an officer to work a non-injury motor
vehicle accident. An officer
was notified.

Nov. I
2:41 p.m. A caller reported an

animal left in a vehicle in the
Kcntucky/Callowa}' South Lot.
An offict~r was notified and
checked the :~rca. Everything
appeared normal.
9:34 p.m. A caller reported a
smell of' propane near the front
duor of Frnnklin College. An
officer, Central Plant, Murray
Fire Department and state fire
marshal's office were notified.
10:21 p.m. A caller reported
hearing either scref.'ching tires
or someone screaming coming
from around the Curris Centet.
The Murray State Police was
notified and took an information report.

Nov.2
12:33 a.m. A caller reported the
smell of marijuana in New
Clark College. An "fficcr was
notified and no odor was detected upon officer's arrival.
12:50 a.m. A caller reported
being assaulted in Regents
College. An officer was noti·
fied and took a report for
fourth degree assault.
6:19p.m. A caller reported van·
dalism of a bicycle outside of
White College. An officer was
notified and took a report for
theft by unlawful taking less
1
than $500 am! for crimin:.l

mischict:
Motorist :1ssists- 0
Racer t!Scort s - 4
Arrests- (I

Assistant News Editor Haley

Russell complies Police Bear
with materials provided by
Public Safety. Not all dispatched calls are listed.
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Opinion Editor. John Walker
Phone: 809-5873

Twitter: MSUNewsOpinion
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Landscaping is a must

r:\d ~9 M;;~

I l ~
1

~ 0~ 0
VV

Last semester's storms left
more than their share of damage
across the community and on our
campus. Most notable was the
loss of many larger flora in the
Quad and elsewhere, specifically
two of the largest trees in the
Quad.
While some may see the death
and removal of those trees as a
positive for campus it is important to remember many students
come to Murray State for our
reputation as a place to attend for
outdoor enthusiasts is known ·
nationwide, with many students
coming because of their connection to the Land Between the
Lakes and rural culture. Of
course, not every student is here
for the bucolic nature of our
school.
But even the most outspoken
urbanite cannot deny the superior natural beauty of our campus
as compared to that of other universities.
Over the past six months it
seemed there would be nothing
to replace the once mighty, now
fallen trees around campus. But
sure enough a brisk walk around
campus will reveal a new plethora of newly planted trees. The
selection is diverse and enough
to make any perspective student
see the University's commitment
to making a more natural and
enjoyable campus.

said the replacing of trees
Q: (\.
downed in storms is always a pri- {Y7 ~
~~
l\
(;j /,
ority for the University, especial- V
\J
ff \J f - '·
ly those with the biggest impact. \:.\ lj
N
~ '.() C)
"Our primary goal is to replace t
'l ...()
\\'() ()
any tree we've lost," Harper said.
_;J 1 IJ'
~,
"We are always trying to emphaV
V j {)/'
~
size nature if we can."
(
)·~·.v/-G~\)
.This is the sign of a healthy
r;~~~
1
campus to say the least. On cam~u .6 P.
CCC\
pus, above all else. the UniversiV . , c:.-..o-(\~
ty's main priority should always
~~
be student welfare, whether
c. a -~~ ~.~.-.
physical or psychological. In this
&
~"i· U() ()
case the benefit is both.
I
(I ~tJ. Jl
Harper said the natural beauty
of campus is cited by prospective
students as to why they have
decided to come to campus.
"People will say, parents and
students, the landscape development plan is one of the primary
reasons for coming to this campus."
In recent years there have been
plenty of studies to show the
benefit of operating in a more
natural environment. According
to a study by Kirk Warren Brown
and Tim Kasser titled "Are Psychological and Ecological WellBeing Compatible? The Role of
Values,
Mindfulness
and
Lifestyle" responsibility in nature
and a person's well-being can be
complementary.
"That is, happier people were
living in more ecologically sustainable ways,'' the study.shows.
If this is the case, then a big
thanks is in order to Facilities
Management for creating a campus worth enjoying. We really

grounds and building services,

continue.

The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.

W~M Harp~
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Campus Voice
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Don't forget to visit us at
thenews.org
and follow us on twitter
@MSUNewsOpinion
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the University should
.---..spend more money on?
"I would like them to spend more money
on the dorms because most of them need
to be improved."
Shakita Stone • Bartow, Ky.
freshman

"They need to put more dining areas around
campus with better variety. ''
J.T. Waszkowskl • Gleason. Tenn.
sophomore

"More sports teams."
Melanie Crosman • Dunlap, Ill.
sophomore

Jesse Carruthers/The News

Let's not do this one again
"Disappointment." This
was the word
that came to
mind when I
attended this
year's production of the
"Rocky Horror
Aaroa Carpenter Picture Show."
graduate student As a longtime
from
•
P d ah K
Murray State
a uc ' y.
student and
"Rocky Horror" enthusiast, I had
become accustomed to the yearslong tradition of cooperation
between the Student Government
Association and the University's
student theater organization.
Sock 'n' Buskin.
This show, which I had the honorable pleasure of directing in
2009 and' 2010, has been a Halloween-season mainstay of campus events, drawing a large and
zesty crowd. While the film was
shown this Monday, what it was
lacking was the live element that
makes it a truly worthwhile
attraction.
There was no shaoow cast for
the audience to focus their interactions on. Also missing was the
critical pre-show, which usually
kicks off the evening with games
for veterans and rookies alike, as
well as the pledge of allegiance to
Transsexual Transylvania. Without these. energy was lacking.
Tl\e main reason this year's
show had no live element was

that the scheduling authorities
required the show be on Halloween itself, a date that many of
the would-be actors found untenable due to their rehearsal schedules.
The scheduling powers that be
may say the date of the show
could not be changed, since it was
printed in the aforementioned
agenda booklets.
I would argue that this just
shows that the scheduling ability
should lie in the hands of the performers. who after all are more
than capable of creating publicity
for all of their other staged
events.
Nonetheless. SGA Adviser
Jeanie Morgan expressed a willing hope that the two organizations would agree on a date for
next year's performance.
Freshmen who came to college
having heard about the madness
of the show were probably underwhelmed by this year's showing.
In past years, RHPSers packed
into the Curris Center's theater
until the venue became too
cramped, and they were thrust
into the cavernous ballroom.
In the three years since the
move, the crowds have swollen to
fill almost every seat. Not so this
year: only about half of the chairs
seemed to be filled.
Since most fans weren't aware
of the lack of a live show beforehand, the reason here seems to be
advertising. While there was

indeed the usual impressive banner adorning the Curris Center
wall, there are large segments of
the student population that rarely
find themselves in that building.
Perhaps the next most prominent bit of display was in the calendar of events included in the
agenda booklets on sale in the
bookstore.
While this too is thoughtful, it
is nearing obsolescence in a
world in which many students
keep their schedules straight on a
smartphone. Changing technology means changing habits.
We all know the pull of social
media. In the past, hundreds of
people have been informed of
upcoming "Rocky" events thanks
to a handily-made Facebook
group.
But this year, unfortunately.
there was no such effort. In the
days and weeks before the show,
I heard wildly conflicting rumors
circulated about just when it was
happening and what was to be
shown.
With focused advertising and a
marriage of performing and
scheduling authority, Rocky Horror 2012 will no doubt have
unconventional conventionists
doing the Time Warp again.
As I am no longer active with
Sock 'n' Buskin and I hope to fmisb grad school ih May. I have no
personal stake in next year's
show, but I hope that next year
will be a return to the "Old days.

Submit your opinion to thenews@murraystate.edu
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Veteran drao queen Kant Belle applies false lashes to Aubrey Chanel before her performance.

dances to a candythemed number at the Drao Show.

•

2011

all Drag Show:
Lelmoml oraces the stave In front
of an audience of near1y 300.

Concert, origa1ni proceeds
go to Japanese relief project
OUvia Medovkh
Staff writer

Photo courtesy of Will Hansen

Alliance alumnus, Will Hansen visits campus and encouraoes students.

·Alumnus ·encourages
Alliance members
Meghann Anderson
Staff writer
Will Hansen, executive director of the U.S. Congress Joint EcoCommittee, spoke to Alliance Sunday night in the New
Richmond south commons room.
Hansen, who .is an alumnus of Murray State, spoke about his
time at Murray State along with his life and job in Washington,
~omic

D.C.
Hansen oversees all activities of th~ committee's economists,
policy and administrative staff.
"It is great to be a LGBT staffer on the hill," Hansen said. "Don't
Ask, Don't Tell was a wonderful experience being on the hill
when that happened."
Hansen said he has been lucky because in Washington, D.C.• it
is good to be LGBT-friendly.
"On the bill, it can be frustrating every now and then when you
have to interact with staffers and other members of Congress that
arc more conservative,'' Hansen said. "You can't show your frustration because it can be seen as unprofessional."
After his opening remarks, Hansen opened the floor for questions. Alliance members were interested in his involvement with
Greek life on campus.
Alliance president, Will Heath said group leaders want to have
more outreach with the Greek organizations on campus.
Hansen, a 2002 graduate spent his years at the University as the
vice president of Student Government Association and as member of the Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity.
A topic Hansen and Heath discussed was having the Greek life
officers go through diversity training.
Heath said he was also open to advice from Hansen on Alliance
outreach.
The group is working on contacting more alumni to inform
them about the LGBT events at Murray State. Hansen said a lot of
alumni are curious about what is going on with AUiance.
"The Alliance was not advertised when I was here," Hansen
said. "Most LGBT alumni were probably not out when they were
here: we came out of the closet once we left Murray State. It will
be a slow process in developing a list of alumni who are out of the
closet now."
Hansen also spoke to a group of about 30 at the first LGBT
alumni reception in Nashville on Oct. 29. President Randy Dunn
.spoke at the event.
"It was a great to have Dr. Dunn there talking about issues facing the LGBT community.'' Hansen said. "The next step will be
the resource center for the LGBT community."
Hansen said one of his goals while on campus was to discuss
the possibility of having an LGBT resource center. He said a physical space is needed, and that a center would help promote programs for the LGBT community.
"The University has a huge recruitment plan and there are not
enough services provided,'' Hansen said. "Implementing a
resource center will help recruitment continue to grow."
Hansen spent Monday on campus talking to professors and
speaking to several economics classrooms.
"LGBT students need to see successful LGBT individuals that
were at one time sitting where they are today in MSU classrooms," Jody Cofer, adviser for Alliance, said via email. "We are
fortunate to have so many LGBT alumni that are out about who
they are and are successful individuals. Will was a great choice
and there arc numerous others that I am hoping to campus in the
future as model for other students."
Contact Anderson at manderson22@murraystate.edu.

The Symphonic Wind Ensemble performed its annual President's Concert Thesday to benefit the Japan Band Relief Effort.
All donations contributed went to band students in Japan who
were affected by the tsunami in March to help them continue
their music education.
DeMis Johnson, conductor of the symphonic wind ensemble,
said facilities and instruments used to teach music in Japan were
lost in the tsunami.
Johnson said everyone was excited to help the people of Japan
in some way.
"When the idea came that they were going to set up this fund
for the·program we jumped in with both feet," Johnson said.
He said the members of the wind ensemble were thrilled to perform at the concert.
,
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"They were excited when 1 fliSt pf.lsented the songs they
would play," he said. "Then when they saw it all come together
the past two weeks they realized they were part' of something
very speciaL"
Johnson said the members of the wind ensemble spent a lot of
time practicing for their performance.
"It was very gratifying to see it all come together and become
successful," Johnson said.
Jasmine Restaurant gave 10 percent of all profits earned on
Thesday to the relief effort.
.
Casey Carter, manager of Jasmine's, said the owners of the
restaurant were pleased to help out with the cause.
"It looked like a good cause and they are in a time of need,"
Carter said.
Ted Drown, dean of humanities and fine arts, said the concert is
important because music enriches lives in every way around the
world.
"We are pleased and proud to be part of this relief effort,"
Brown said.
Brown said anyone who wishes to make a donation after the
concert can do so by writing a check to the International Cultures
and Languages Association and mailing them to the CHFA Dean's
Office.
At the concert, Mackenzie Chandler, sophomore from Paducah,
Ky., greeted people at the door wearing a yukata, a Japanese tra·
ditional dress worn for special occasions.
Chandler said people involved with the concert hope to raise
awareness of the after effects of the Tsunami.
Tables were set up in the lobby where people could make donations and purchase origami made by Japanese students at the University.
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A1009 wtth the Presldenfs Concert to benefit the Japan Band Relief Effort.
ICAl.A students sold handmade orfoaml and encouraQed donations.
Shigenobu Kobayashi, consul general of Japan in Nashville,
attended the concert and said the support expressed by so many
Americans to Japan is deeply appreciated.
"On behalf of the people and government in Japan, I'd like to
express our deepest appreciation for your generous support of
the ongoing relief efforts in Tohoku, Japan. the are most affected
by the earthquake and tsunami in March," Kobayashi said.
The symphonic wind ensemble performed five pieces at the
concert.
Johnson said the turnout for the concert was pleasing.
"We had 600 programs printed out and only had three or four
left," Johnson said. "The crowd was very encouraging."
Contact Medovich at omcdovich@murraystate.edu.

YNL program passes $2 million mark
Courtuey Laverdure
Staff writer
The youth and nonprofit leadership
program at Munay State recently surpassed the $2 million mark with
$2,096,000 in grants, scholarships and
fundraising ' for the campus and Murray
community.
Through the NextGen National Scholarship program, $99,000 in scholarships
for 22 students was awarded. The program
is part of a grant from the W.K. Kellogg
foundation totaling nearly $5 million
awarded to students of diversity who
excel in leadership and scholarship.
Former vice president of Kellogg, Bob
Long, who is now a professor in the YNL
program, established the grant.
The Munay State YNL program is afiU·
iated with the Nonprofit Leadership
Alliance, which is a national alliance of
colleges, universities and non-profit
organizations dedicated to educating,
preparing and certifying professionals to
strengthen and lead nonprofit organizations.
Murray State's YNL program is the
largest in the nation, setting an enrollment
record of 610 last year, Robin Esau, YNL
program coordinator said.
Arizona State University is the only
other university to offer YNL as a major in

the nation. Murray State added YNL as an
option for a major this fall
"Students, faculty and staff members
have worked with other community members to form the YMCA, United Way, Big
Brothers Big Sisters, Health Matters for
Students, the Center for Service Learning
and Civic Engagement and many others,"
Esau said.
The YNL program has received 35 local
and 10 national awards for excellence in
academics, leadership, service and
research.
"What I like about the program at Murray is the passion of the professors," Trey
Jurgens, senior from Ft. Thomas, Ky., said.
"It is hard to ftnd a program on campus or
in the nation that has professors like ours.
Their amount of real world non-profit
experience, passion for teaching and ability to coMect with the YNL students is
unrivaled."
The YNL program at Murray State prepares students for leadership roles in
youth and human services organizations.
All YNL majors and minors need to
attend the Alliance Management/Leadership Institute (AMI) as one of the capstone requirements to receive their Certifted Nonprofit Professional (CNP) certiftcation. This year's initiative will be held
January 3 through 6 in Kansas City, Mo.
"The AMI is three days of workshops.

simulations and career fairs for the YNL
field," Jurgens said. "The conference
allows students to network with non-profit professionals as well as other students
from across the country."
Next semester, President Randy Dunn
will be teaching his first class since he has
been on campus, YNL 351 (Leadership and
Support Systems in Youth and Human
Services Organizations).
Ronald Sickles Jr., senior from
Louisville, Ky., will be the fliSt to graduate
with a major in YNL this December.
He said he has already secured a job
with City Year in Milwaukee, Wis.• menloring at risk youth, with the school district.
Studies by the Independent Sector
found there are more than 50,000 new
positions in the youth and human service
field. a YNL program flyer states. <I
"For the future, we want to grow the
new YNL major so more and more students can contribute to the .nonprofit sector in career ways," Roger Weis, YNL
Campus Director, said. "We want to
enhance and grow Health Matter for Students until it's on every campus and the
same with the Center for Service Learning
and Civic Engagement because they are
both that important."
Contact uvcrdure at
courtncy.Javerdure@murraystate.edu.
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Centershots

AA =Attractive Athletes
Sports arc full of attractive pco- ..---::
I don't just mean nice to look
at, i mean their personalilit!s, passions and entire entity exude a
charisma that makes one want to
know them more. •
Below are my top three attractive athletes based on their per.sonalities (as much as you can .see
of their real personalities on
Sophie
ESPN and through books and
McDonald
game interviews), but they aren't ·
Spons Editor
hard on the eyes either.
No. 3 Apolo Ohno

• Apeek inside the University office
• of Athletic Media Relations, part 2

pi~.

Sports Information Director

Sophie McDonald
.Sports Editor

Behind the scenes work is tough.
Athletes and coaches appear at press conferences, team media guides are created, the scoreboard lights up correctly
and stats are recorded. These tasks don't magically happen but are thoughtfully prepared and accomplished through
sports information directors. Murray State has four SIDs who run the internal duties for all Murray State athletics; last
week we were introduced to Dave Wmder and John Brush and these are two of their stories.

Teri LaJeunesse, Media Relations Assistant. volleyball,
women's basketball, men's and women's tennis, track
Born into a family with sports in its
hired as a Media Relations Assistant
at Murray State.
DNA, Teri LaJeunesse was bound to
have a career in athletics.
The unexpected perks from the job
"My whole family has always been
is LaJeunesse's favorite part of being
into sports, it's one of those stories an SID, she said.
"We don't get paid the best but we
my grandpa was a football coach and
1
played football and three out of fou~:
get to travel all over the place and see
all these places and get to know
boys played football, one played hock-ey and then my dad was the rounder,
where you'd like to go to," the hockey
shorter one of the group and was like
fan said. "That time with the other
coaches and student-athletes is where
me, very accident prone, so be went in
to writing instead and naturally went
you really get to know them. Sitting
on a bus for 10 hours going to Moreinto a sports writing position," she
said.
head - things come up and you get to
understand where they're coming
While studying at Michigan Technological University, LaJeunesse was
from and their personalities."
hired in the same sports information
Sometimes SIDs are forced into a
position which requires them to split
office her dad previously worked in.
· "Sports was always part of what you
their time between multiple sports,
even if that means missing games.
would end up doing, so I started
working in the office and once I was
"If you look at the women's basketball games there are three home
there I realized this is what I want to
do," she said. "For me, everybody just
games for November and December
total, I will miss the first two assumkind of expected it."
LaJeunesse, a native of Houghton,
ing volleyball makes the tournament,"
Mich., graduated from Michigan Tech
LaJeunesse said. "The first home
in 2003 with a degree in business
game we have a home volleyball game
that night at the same time, so I'll be
administration and concentration in
marketing and management, as well
over at volleyball.
"You have to prioritize depending
as a degree in scientific and technical
communication before earning her
on the time in the season, volleyball is
at the end of the season and basketmaster's degree in liberal studies at
the University of Minnesota Duluth.
ball is non-conference so I'll still
Ryan Haage, Sports Information Intern,
write the story that nisht for basketDuring her time at the two schools
soccer, cross country, softball, and
she served in spons information
ball. but we have to split the staff up
which is hard. Especially when you
before working at Western Illinois
live stats for football and basketball
University for two years. In 2006,'
have tlie same people doing your stats
LiJetmeiie beciUiie • Ricer Wti""'e,n-=-~ror
. .;.
tiOtti games, nonDaUy."
~~-__,_..I~n~his
~se
-co_n_d~an
~
d f'mal year as sports information intern,
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The Olympic speed skater is one of my favorites
for multiple reasons, primarily because of his heart
and determination in the sport and his enthusiasm,
passion and desire to make a difference in the lives of
others.
The eight-time Olympic medalist is the real deal
When I was competing in the Junior Olympics for
rifle at the Olympic Training Center in Colorado
Springs, I had the privilege to meet him and have
breakfast with him a few times. He exudes humility
and quiet confidence and doesn't take himself too
seriously. He laughs a lot, loves his dad, wrote a book
and won "Dancing with the Stars." That's awesome.
No. 2 Michael Jordan
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1 grew up watching No. 23 in a red Chicago Bulls
uniform and was practically in love with him at 8
years old. He was my inspiration to start playing basketball and for my ninth birthday I was given a
Michael Jordan basketball, which I never played with
so it wouldn't get dirty, and sprayed it with Michael
Jordan cologne (the best smell of the '90s).
MJ was my first hero outside of my dad and I loved
the way he played the game he loved so much. With
six NBA Championship rings and six Finals MVP
awards. Jordan revolutionized basketball, slam dunks
and movies. What up, "Space jam"? I cried when he
retired. Both times.
No.1 Tim Tebow
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I'm probably going to marry Tim Tcbow. OK, probably not, but the Broncos' quarterback and I do share
a lot of things. We were homcschooled and are both
fiercely competitive, love God (the most attractive
thing to me) and missions (he and his family do mission work in the Philippines) and are P.erfectionists.
Not only do we share those things in common, but
the 6-foot 3-inch, 24-year-old lives in Colorado which
happens to be my favorite state. Do you hear that? It's
the stars aligning.
I'm completely kidding (I have to say that so I
don't sound like a stalker). but the University of
Florida graduate is making a comeback and no one
can say he's not passionate, whether it's about football, the Lord or his family, and he's starting a phenomena called "Tchowing,•· look it up and get a
laugh. He's my favorite .
Contact
McDonuld
.1t
smcdonald3@
murrayst.1tc.cdu.

Ryan Haage is an integral part of the media-relations department.
A native of Muscatine. Iowa, Haage began his sports information career early in life.
"My dad kind of got me into (sports information); I did
scoreboards for basketball games when I was in seventh grade
because he did that in our middle school and I did that all the
way through high school," he said. "During my freshman year
(of college) I went to the sports information office and basically said this is what I did in high school and I want to do
something like that, and they put me to work right away and
that's what got me into it."
Haage graduated from Valparaiso with a different degree
than originally planned, he said.
"I went to Valparaiso to be a meteorology major and I quit
that after a year and a half because I didn't want to do the
math or science for it," he said. "I was at the point where I didn't want to just get by and hope I'd be able to stick with it, I
wanted to f'md something I wanted to do and liked to do. so I
switched to sports management and did a lot more with sports
info."
Motivated by interacting with coaches and athletes and the
always-changing environment of athletics, Haage said be likes
working events at the fast pace the job requires.
"Sometimes it can be hard balancing, especially this part of
the year where you're crossing over between fall and winter
sports and juggling different coaches and things you're
responsible for," he said. "In-game stuff can be extremely
stressful because you can't screw up - when we're doing stats
for basketball it has to be correct - there is no leeway room at
all, you have to be perfect."
Flexibility and love for sports are two essentials when pursuing sports information as a career, Haage said.
"The one thing in the SID world is that you can't have an
outside life that you like to plan ahead of time, your outside
life doesn't exist in season." be said. "Like when I'm with softball, I don't have a weekend off for three months and Tcri is
laughing because hers is six months. You have to be flexible,
you have to realize for all these different types of people and
you have to be able to manage personalities and go with how
other people want things. Be adaptable, be a people person."
Contact McDonald at smcdonald3@murraystare.edu.

Advice from John Brush, media relations assistant, for aspiring sports information directors:
"Take care of your coaches. Build a relationship with them and build trust so they
know they can trust you and you can trust
them.
"One thing in this profession. you have to
leave your ego at the door. You are a lot of
times the fall guy for certain things when it
comes to coaches and one thing is for sure,
every coach is different.
"I've dealt with a lot of different coaches, '
and when it comes to post game they will take
their frustration out on you, not directed at
you but it's going to come toward you and you
have to check your ego. Have a thick skin and
let them vent. A lot of times you really want to
say something back but don't. Let them get it

off their chest and continue onto post-game,
that, but there are some. I know that Coach
and nine times out of 10 they will come back
Hatcher, win or lose, will always be the same
and apologize to you.
- you know what you're going to get out of
"It's just one of those things. Everybody
him, and you feel more comfortable going up
knows in the heat of competition you can get,
to him after the game.
"Building that relationship is so important.
and right after they talk to the team in the
It's more than on game day or at practice, it's
locker room you're the first person they see.
getting to know the coaches and letting them
After a tou~ loss. the last thing a coach wants
get to know you. The trust you build between
to do is go talk to a newspaper reporter or TV
and answer questions for them, so they're
the two of you will help you. If a coach doesgoing to vent to you and by the time their
n't trust you then he's not going to give you
interviews happen they are calm and won't
the information you need, but if he trusts you
say anything they shouldn't say.
' he'll let you around more which allows you to
"That said, I don't want people coming into
do your job better and helps you advance the
this profession thinking every coach is like
program and makes for a whole better atmosthat, there are a l~t of coaches that are not like
phere."
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Kyra Ledbetter
Staff writer
Last weekend the Racer rifle team departed
from its stt•ady rise in scores to faU 15 points in its
match against West Virginia with a long series of
matches still looming before them.
Though the team wasn't happy with the results
of the match, not every element went badly.
"It was not our best match," Coach Alan Lollar
said. "We were not happy with how that went.
There's just not a real good feeling about the
match as a whole .
..We had some good things happen. We shot
our best smallbore and Kelsey Emme had a great
day in air rifle. She shot a 592 and had a new personal best. W8 were very inconsistent and not
there as a team in air rifle, and that's what we
~trive to be - consistent. So we weren't happy
about that. The good news is that it's all stuff we
can work on and we are doing that."
Also good news is that the changes the rifle
team needs to make may not overburden the four
days the Racers have to make them.
"It's mostly process stuff," Lollar said. "It's not
like wt•'re having to make a change mechanically
or technically on a lot of stuff. It's how we go
about doing things and the way we handle different situations. It's part of the growing up as a
team that we're still doing. So although we
weren't particularly happy with the outcome I
think we identify it as a process we have to go
through if we are going to get better.''
Though Lollar is far from happy with the results. he recognizes the loss is another step in the
process a team, especially a young team. has to
undergo to make their way to a winning season.

Sophie Mc;Donald/The NeM

Junior Kyle Donnan practices the standlnQ position with his.22-otllber smallbore rifle in Pat SpurQin Rifle RanQe in Stewart Stadium.
"It's not easy," Lollar said. "It's a very hard
thing. but you don't learn things about yourself
when they're going well. You learn them when
things are difficult and you have to deal with adversity. That's when you learn how to be a winner. So I think we learned a few things this
weekend and I think we'll be able to move forward from it."
This weekend the .R acers will host the No. 3
team in the country, Texas Christian University,
and No. 18 Morehead State Un iversity in their
last home match of the year.

"TCU is one of the top teams in the country,"
Lollar said. "They're just as good as they ever
were. They just reloaa and keep coming at you. I
expect a very good match. They've got some really great shooters."
As for Morehead State, though, the team hasn't
posted scores as high as the Racers' so far this
season their consistency, especially after a lapse
in consistency from Murray State last weekend,
could play a major factor in the match.·
"Morehead has been very consistent this year,"
Lollar said. "They are nlways very competitive

and he's added some shooters that really and
truly make them a better team once they get a little more consistent. I think he's got some young
people who are going to be able to help him."
"I'm excited," Kelsey Em me, freshman shooter,
said. •Hopefully we'll come out with two good
scores in small bore and air rifle. I definitely
think we have the potential to improve. I think
we're ready to come out and shoot as best as we
can. We'll be working hard."
Contact
Ledbetter
at kyra.ledbetter@
murraystace.edu.

Rodeo

Intramurals

Game of the Week:
Murray Independent vs. Racer Hoops
Jonathan Ferris
Staff writer
Murray Independent and Racer Hoops were
among the teams sitting on top of tne independent division entering play Monday nighL Both
teams carrying an undefeated 2-0 record, this
early season matchup could have important implications later on in the season.
With fans watching from each ~ideline, the two
teams played an e\·enly matched first half. Racer
Hoops controlled the clock utilizing screens and
short dump ofts to methodically progress the baU
down the field. With both teams trading touchdowns, the first half came to a close.
As the second half began, Racer Hoops continued play as Murray Independent strung to·
gcther quick ddvcs. With a few minutes left,
Racer Hoops, trailing by one touchdown, put the
ball in the end zone and converted the extra
point.
In the closing minutes of regulation, each team
frantically fought to score the winning points. In
a last ditch effort, Murray Independent ran out
of time before they could heave the ball to the
end zone.
With regulation coming to a close, the two
teams went to overtime. Overtime rules are the
same as college football : each team gets a possession and whichever team scores more in its
possession wins.
Murray Independent received the ball fust and
drove down the field quickly scoring on a spectacular catch and elusive touchdown run. Needing only a conversion to guarantee at least one
more roun<1 of overtime, Murray Independent
came up short, being pushed out at the 1-yard
line. Racer Hoops would win th e game with a
touchdown and conversion.

Racer Hoops began its possession with the ball
doing what it had done a~l game. The men ran
short draw plays and threw screens over the middle. After another long dri'lle, Racer Hoops finally put the ball in the back of the end zone.
Needing a conversion to win the game, Racer
Hoops dialed up a p lay.
Racer Hoop's outside receiver slipped relentlessly running toward the end zone. Captain
James Kane looked right and threw to the back
of the en dzone in hop e's of scoring one final
time. )«!ceiver Brandon Wiesemann stood open
in the back corner of the end zone. With an easy
catch, Wiesemann was dog-piled by his ecstatic
teammates celebrating their victory.
Kane said be was pleased with his team's effort.
"They showed a lot of heart," he said. "Those
guys d idn't want to lose. We were down and we
came back and they showed a lot of resiliency."
Wiesemann, player of the game, recounts the
winning p lay.
·~s soon as I saw that he was coming to me all
I could think was, 'God I can't drop this pass\"
Wiesemann said. "I knew I was open and I just
had to make sure I caught it. I had dropped one
earlier so I was just glad I caught that one."
W iesemann ~d he hopes his team can learn
from the game and continue to improve throughout the season.
"We've got to pull those flags quicker," Wiesemann said. "We had a lot of missed flags that
probably should have been easily pulled."
Race r Hoops' 28-27 victory Monday night
moved them into a two-way tie for first place
with the 3-0 Untouchables. Murray Independent
fell to a three-way tie for third place with a 2-1
record.
Contact Ferris at iferris2@murraystate.edu.
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Club hosts annual
rodeo
.

Cady Besser
Staff writer ,

After a good deal of bucking,
roping and lassoing, the 36th
annual Murray State rodeo
came to an end Sunday. The
annual event hosted OZARK
region opponents such as lJt:.
Martin,
University
of
Arkansas-Monticello, Missouri
Valley College. Troy University, Three Rivers College, East
Mississippi Community College, University of West Alabama
and
Northw<~st
Mississippi Community Col·
lege.
The first two nights of the
rodeo served as longhand competition, which determined the
top 10 cowboys and cowgirls in
each event to compete in the
final night's shorthand competition.
The bareback ridjng event
featured Murray State's Logan
Corbett, who placed runner·
up with a final score of 152. as
well as Zach Colston . and
Aaron Popham. Tanner Aus

from MVC won with a final
score of 154.
"I felt pretty good about my
riding this weekend," Corbett
said. "But I had a pretty tough
hursc to ride, and that always
affects the final score."
The saddle bronc riding
event featured Murray State's
Austin Joseph, who is currently
No. I in the OZARK region.
Joseph left the competition
with a third place finish and a
linal score of 76 points. In the
shorthand, MVC cowb.oy Jordan Corrig;m won fust place
with 149 combined points.
Runner-up was UT-Martin's Ty
Hughston with a score ofl39.
"The boys represented saddle bronc riding really well,"
Murray State Coach JD VanHooser said. "Joseph had a
good run."
The team roping shorthand
featured Murray State cowboys
Landon Crull and Jarrett
McLaughlin who placed eighth
overall. UT-¥artin ropers Ben
Walker and Clark Adcock won
team roping with an impres-

sive time ofl5.9 seconds. Runner-up went toArkansas-Monticcllo cowboys Cody Burns
and Russell Kreider with 16.8
seconds.
''We would have had a good
shot at >team roping if we could
get some of that focus back we
had in the days earlier," Van·
Hooser said. "We messed up a
little but it happens every now
and then."
The barrel racing event featured three Murray State cowgirls, Kristen Yunker, Hannah
Reil and Allyson Hayes, as finalists. First place went to UTMartin cowgirl Tawny Foster
who finished with 30.07 seconds. Yunker earned runnerup with 30.22 seconds.
Overall, VanHooser said he
is pleased with the performance of the Racer rodeo team.
"We had a really good wecJcend and did well proving that
we can compete," VanHooser
said. "That's what rodeo is
about."
Contac-t Bess('r at cbesser@
murraystate.('du.
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British alien flick destroys sci-fi competition
Features Editor Charlotte Kyle writes the movie
reviews.

..

Alien attacks are scary enough, but when your
only defenders are teenage criminals? It's terrifying.
"Atta~ the Block" is a British sci-fi film written
and directed by Joe Cornish. The plot focuses on
a street gang in South London who, after mugging
a woman on the street, find themselves under attack by alien invaders. They band together to protect their neighborhood and each other from the
horrific beasts.
The first beast the gang encounters is a freaky,
hairless creature. After the gang kills it they begin
to think they could profit or gain fame for their
. discovery.
They take it to their building, asking a drug
dealer for advice. From here they start to sec more
creatures crashing to the ground, and the group is
ready to go out and fight.
This moment is shown as a great montage as
young hoodlums grab their weapons from their
homes and yell at their parents that they'll stay out
as late as they want.
The first kiU wasn't an easy one, but the gang
finds that the creatures falling now arc different.
They're tougher and scarier, described as "alien
gorilla wolf monsters."
That's truly what they look like, with jet-black
fur and glow-in-the-dark fangs. At times throughout the film you can only sec the teeth and it's legitimately intense.
The movie makes good usc of the science fiction elements from alien films while integrating
fight scenes and the rally-together occasions of
the action genre. It finds a way to use enough
humor to break the tension. all while developing
these characters in a ridiculous situation set to an
amazing score.
Despite the distributors' concerns, the film's di•aloguc is not hard to understand. Yes, the majority
of the characters arlo! members of a street gang in
South London.
Yes, they usc slang and they have accents. However, this is never a distraction for thl.' audience.
The jokes arc still funny, the p lot still makes sense
and, if you really listen, you shouldn't have any
trouble understanding what's going on.
Besides, if it really bothers you or your brain refuses to process anything but American dialects,
closed captioning is always an option.
The movie tries to remind the audience early on
that this is a gang. These arc characters you
shouldn't root for. They robbed a woman- this is
not a one-and·done incident, as the characters are
thrown together once more during the attacks and they showed no remorse for this.
Still, these are the heroes to root for. Maybe they
started out as the bad guys, but onct~ the attacks
start they are just out there trying to protect where
they live. Their sense of unity regarding their
apartment building (known as the Block) is oddly
_patriotic and moving.

Photo courtPSy of allmov~ephoto.com

Written and directed by Joe Cornish. 'Attack the Block' focuses on astreet gang as they fight alien Invaders.
Plus, they kick a lot of alien ass using their street
smarts, a bunch of fireworks and some dumb luck.
It's impossible not to root for them.
Maybe it's because there is no one else to root
for - the law enforcement in the area does not
seem privy to the knowledge of hairy alien beasts
falling from the sky - but it's more likely that the
audience roots fur the gang because they're realistic tragic heroes.
The film is worth checking out, as Cornish did
a fantastic job in his directorial debut. He managed
to skip past the awkward rookie stage to create
something great.
It makes me eager for future projects from him,
as his ability to tell a sturyJlnd present it inn creative, captivating package is amazing. A$ the film
winds down the .audience will crave more.
The movie is left open-ended, yet nothing feels
truly missing. Most of the loose ends are tied up

and it allows for a sequel or spin-off if Cornish
chooses to go this route.
OveraU the film is a shining example that sometimes the best movies aren't the ones with the
biggest budget, the prettiest Hollywood starlet and
most famous leading man.
Sometimes a street gang of kids can be the he·
roes.
Contact Kyle at charlotte.ky/e@murraystate.edu.

Zero stars: Save your cash
One star: Only if you're bored
1\vo stars: Worth the rental
Three stars: See it immediately
Four stars: A past and future classic
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Channel Surfing

'The Buried Life'
Confession: I had
not seen "The Buried
Life" before attending
Tuesday's lecture in
the Curris Center Ballroom.
As a television fan
I was familiar with the
show and its concept,
in which a group uf
young guys travel
around the countr>'•
checking items off
their list of things thC}'
want to do before they die.
I was attracted to it for the same reason
I was attracted to ABC Family's "The
Brendon Leonard Show" back in high
school -I love watching shows about nor·
mal people, especially those made by people close to my age.
It is, honestly, one of the only types of
show in the reality genre that I'll actually
tune in to.
My lack of c.. bte and my aversion to
MTV, however, prevented me from checking out the series previously. I was intrigued by the idea, though, and I knew I
couldn't miss the opportunity to hear
them speak.
1 don't have a list of things I want to do
before I die. In fact, if I had to make. the
list right now I legitimately don't know
what I would put on it.
J've heard of people making similar
lists, the most relevant featuring things to
do at Murray State before graduation.
Graduation and death arc pretty similar,
right? Graduation is just the death nf
school, and I've cheated death for too long
to avoid it any longer.
While I don't h:we a paper list of things
I still need to do while here, I ha\'e a general idea. I've been working in the Fea·
tures section of The News since I was a
freshman. It is literally the one const~mt I
have had throughout my time here.
As often as 1 have covered exciting
events or written about interesting students, I have never done anything partic·
ularly exciting or interesting.
Maybe now is the time to change that.
Maybe now is the time to Agure out wh:ll
clsl~ I'm good at :md attempt to h::avc my
mark on Murray Statl'.
(I don't mean a physical mark, th!lugh I
may have left red hair dye stains somewhere on campus. I'll never tell.)
It was inspiring to hear jonnic and Dave
tell their story of how and why they
started The Buried Ufc project <sec page
S)and to watch the people they have
helped. It makes you think that mayhl·,
just maybe, anyone can do anything.
This week I also had the pleasure of sitting down with student Aaron Krueger
(sec page 8). Krueger is a multi-talented
wizard: he acts, sings, writes and manage~
to be one the most friendly, kind-hearted
individuals I've'ever had the plt.•asurc of
i ntcrviewing.
During his freshman year he started
writing a musical. Now, toward the end of
his senior year, he's showing the world
what he's accomplished. He's making his
mark on Murray State before he goes off
and makes his mark on the world.
He can check "write a musical" otT his
list of things he wants to do before he dies.
I'm lucky I've hl!en able to check off "sec
a musical" from mine.
"The Buried Life" is now available on
Nctflix. I've added the show to my instant
queue and I highly recommend y\>U do thl'
same. Then, after you've watched the
show, make your own list. (Or, if you \\<':tnt
to cheat the system, make your list and
put "watch 'The Buried Life'" on it.)
Contact Kyle at charlotte.kylc(aJ
murraystate.eflu. ·
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Patrick Frame, sophomore fromBelleville, Ill. stands near the lockers
during rehearsal. Frame plays Joey Johnson in 'New Dawn.'

Photos by Charlotte Kyle/Tlw News

cast members pose after arehearsal performance of 'Beautiful.' Emily Blmstein, sophomore from St Louis. plays Kristin Uoyd In 'New Dawn.'

Student writes original pop/rock musical
Charlotte Kyle
Features Eclitor
What started as a lO·minutc musical in the
form of a class project has transformed over
the course of three-and-a-half years, evolving
into a two-hour, 18-song musicaL
Aaron Krueger, senior from Campbell Hall,
N.Y.. wrote the music, lyrics and book for the
production, a task he describes as "an undertaking. but a lot of fun."
Inspired by his own love of theater and the
lack of contemporary pop/rock musicals per·
formed in this area, Krueger decided it was
time to breathe life into his musical. He said
he finished the script over the summer before
a pproaching Sock 'n' Buskin about performing
it on campus.
He said he hopes the production will open
audience's eyes to otlier types o t musical the·
aters.
"When people think of musical theater they
think of Rodgers and Hammerstein. they think
of 'Cinderella' and stuff like that,'' Krueger
said. "With a lot of the musicals that are com·
ing out lately - like 'Next to Normal' and
'American Idiot' - they're complete rock
scores. They're musicals that speak to a wider
range of people because suddenly you have
music that people would listen to on the radio
and you're telling a story through that."
To write the music Krueger said he im·
mersed himself in as much pop and rock music
as he could. This ranged from Rihanna to All·
American Rejects and Katy Perry to ~imple
Plan. The opening number, which features no
accompaniment, was inspired by videos of a
cappella groups performing pop songs.
The story in "New Dawn" focuses on a bro·
ken family- a father, son and daughter in a sit·
uation where the mother walked out.
"You watch the family fall apart in front of
you as the son struggles at school, the daughter gets into some trouble and the father tries
to keep them together," he said. "This is inter·
mingled with the students they interact with
all the time. Each student has their own deep,

The cast performed a few of the songs at
Tent City where Krueger said he was surprised
by the response to the production.
"We actually had a girl come up (after the
performance) and said to Patrick Frame, who's
playiilg one of the lead characters, that he
made her cry with one of the songs be sang,"
he said.
Krueger said the experience of watching
people perform what he had written was com·
pletely different from his previous experiences
performing in productions.
"I love performing and it's a rush getting to
go out there on stage and do that, but when
you're sitting back there (directing) it's terri·
fying," he said. "When you're on stage you're
the one doing it, but when you are sitting back
there you have no control over anything and
__J2 ·u.st
~e to trust that your actors are
going to do exactly what they know they
should do."
Krueger, however, said he did not have to
worry about that with this cast.
"The actors we have (in this production) are
absolutely p henomenal," he said. "They've
)ordie Oetken!The News
given their time and their sweat and tears.
Aaron KrueQer, senior from campbell Hall, N.Y.• wrote a 2-hour IOfKJ musical called 'New Dawn.! 'New Dawn'
There are times that I forget that I wrote this
opens Saturday in Actors' Studio Theatre located In Wilson Hall 3108. Admission Is $5.
because I'm getting to watch these people
dark secret they're not telling anyone."
"I can remember just banging out in his
mold their characters into their own."
Krueger said he looked at his own experi·
Krueger said once the show runs this week·
room and he would Just go on and on,about it
ences with bullying and high school when pen·
for hours," she said. "He would let me listen to
end he will continue writing and composing in
ning the story.
little clips of songs that he had just created or
addition to performing, as well as working
more on this project.
"With every single song in this show. every
things like that."
She knew the task was dau nting, but she said
"It's a ftnished product right now but I'm not
single scene, there is some part of a personal
experience that I've had in there," he said.
she was not surprised by his ambition.
done tweaking it to exactly what I want it to
"(Whenever a) playwright or anylme writes
"He is incredibly talented in music and the·
be," he said. "That's what's great about doing it
in this setting- it's much like a workshop that
anything there has to be so much of themater, so it is no surprise that musical theater is
selves in there just for it to be alive. The first
his forte," she said...1 am so proud of (him).''
they do for musicals. I can still adjust things."
"New Dawn" runs at 1:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
time we had people in the room singing any of
Wicker said the work that has gone into the
Saturday and 2:30 p.m. Sunday in Actors Stu·
the songs I was shaking. I was so scared, but I
show has been worth it.
was <also) excited because it was so cool."
"All of the actors and actresses are exdio Theatre, located in Wilson Hall 3108. The
tremely talented and have all come so far in
box office opens an hour before showtime.
Amanda Wicker, stage manager for the pro·
Krueger said he recommends getting tickets
duction and senior from Marion, Ky., became
this show," she said. "This show has been a lot
early, as seating is limited. Admission is $5 and
of hard work and we have all ded icated count•
friends with Krueger through other produc·
less hours to it, but knowing that you have
tions on campus. She said she was dumbproceeds go to Sock 'n' Buskin.
founded when Krueger first told her he was
helped one of your best friends achieve one of
Contact Kyle at charlotte.kyle@murraystate.
writing a musical.
their Lifetime goals is such a rewarding fact."
edu.

WALK LIKE AZOMBIE

Friends of Anime hosted a Zombie Walk last Friday. Students were zombltfled outside of Winslow Dinino Hall before staQoerii'IQ
across campus. channell119 their Inner undead. For more photos of the Mumy state Zombie Invasion chect out thenews.org.

Photos by Ryan Richardson/The News
Stud~nts hobble across the bridqe in zombie make-up as part of the friends of Anime's Zombie lnvasiOf).

Kristina Rowhuff, freshman from Murray, screams as she displays her zombie Invasion sign.
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